Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of different preprocessing parameters on the amplitude of median nerve somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs). Methods: Different combinations of two classes of filters (Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR)), three cutoff frequency bands (0.5-1000 Hz, 3-1000 Hz, and 30-1000 Hz), and independent component analysis (ICA) were used to preprocess SEPs recorded from 17 healthy volunteers who participated in two sessions of 1000 stimulations of the right median nerve. N30 amplitude was calculated from frontally placed electrode (F3). Results: The epochs classified as artifacts from SEPs filtered with FIR compared to those filtered with IIR were 1% more using automatic and 140% more using semi-automatic methods (both p < 0.001). There were no differences in N30 amplitudes between FIR and IIR filtered SEPs. The N30 amplitude was significantly lower for SEPs filtered with 30-1000 Hz compared to the bandpass frequencies 0.5-1000 Hz and 3-1000 Hz. The N30 amplitude was significantly reduced when SEPs were cleaned with ICA compared to the SEPs from which non-brain components were not removed using ICA. Conclusion: This study suggests that the preprocessing of SEPs should be done carefully and the neuroscience community should come to a consensus regarding SEP preprocessing guidelines, as the preprocessing parameters can affect the outcomes that may influence the interpretations of results, replicability, and comparison of different studies.
Introduction
Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) are elicited by stimulating the peripheral nerve at a distal site, e.g., the median nerve at the wrist [1] . SEPs are widely-utilized and have been used as an intraoperative monitoring method for more than 30 years [2] . SEPs are also used to understand the effect of different treatments and drugs on the central nervous system (CNS), and the level of the CNS where the changes occur [3] . 
Median Nerve Stimulation
The median nerve was stimulated by applying electrical pulses at the right wrist through the stimulation electrodes (Neuroline 700, AMBU A/S, Denmark) connected to the electrical stimulator (Digitimer DS7AH, UK) to evoke somatosensory potentials (SEPs). The stimulation pulse was monophasic, with a width of 0.2 ms and a frequency of 2.3 Hz. A total of 1000 pulses were given at the motor threshold of each subject, which was defined as the lowest intensity that elicited a visible twitch of the thumb.
EEG
The EEG was recorded from 62 channels according to the international 10-20 electrode system (Klem et al., 1999) using the REFA amplifier (TMSi, Twente, The Netherlands) at a sampling rate of 2048 Hz. The ground electrode was placed at AFz. The impedance was kept below 10 kΩ. The subjects were asked to keep eye blinks, eye movements, and facial movements to the minimum.
The EEG preprocessing was performed offline using EEGLAB version 14.1.1 [19] and ERPLAB version 6.1.4 [20] running on MATLAB 2015b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA.). Custom scripts were developed in MATLAB utilizing EEGLAB, ERPLAB and MATLAB functions to perform the analysis.
The raw EEG was imported into MATLAB using EEGLAB. The EEG was truncated to contain data from the 30 s preceding the first stimulation to 30 s following the last stimulation. The PREP pipeline version 0.55.1 [21] was used to identify noisy channels, remove the line noise, and average reference the data.
In the following sections, the finite impulse response (FIR) was performed using EEGLAB's function pop_firws, whereas infinite impulse response (IIR) filtering was done using MATLAB's functions butter and filtfilt. The order of FIR was either 4948 which corresponded to the transition bandwidth of 1.5 Hz or 7420 which corresponded to the transition bandwidth of 1 Hz. The FIR window used in both cases was Kaiser, with a β of 5.653. The IIR filter used was the 2nd order Butterworth filter. The epochs were always extracted from −100 to 150 ms with respect to stimulus and baseline corrected using the pre-stimulus time period. Figure 1 shows the overview of the EEG processing pipeline.
Artifact Identification
For identifying and marking the epochs contaminated with artifacts, the continuous PREPed EEG was high-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 1 Hz, with either a FIR (order = 4948) or an IIR filter. The filtered data was segmented into epochs.
An epoch was marked as artifact epoch using ERPLAB if any of the EEG channels in that epoch possessed one or more of the following properties: (i) absolute voltage above 100 µV, (ii) peak-to-peak voltage of more than 150 µV in a sliding window of size 200 ms with a step size of 100 ms, (iii) voltage greater than 100 µV resulting from step-function with a sliding window of size 200 ms and a step size of 50 ms, (iv) sample-to-sample difference of more than 50 µV, or (v) absolute voltage less than 2 µV for more than 125 ms. The time corresponding to the stimulus artifact (−2 to 2 ms) was excluded in all checks. Afterward, all the epochs were manually checked for correctness of automatic detection of artifacts. If any epoch was incorrectly marked, or was not marked but was an artifact, it was unmarked or marked, respectively. The epochs that had step-like artifacts in the frontal channels were not removed as they corresponded to eye-blinks and eye-movements [12] . It is to be noted that the bad epochs were not rejected but only marked as artifacts at this stage. Figure 1 . Methodology overview. The colors group similar processes or sub-processes. Blue is filter properties, yellow corresponds to artifact detection and rejection, salmon pink represents steps related to independent component analysis (ICA), dark green are cleaned datasets, and red are related to somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) averaging and amplitude. Abbreviations: FIR = Finite Impulse Response; IIR = Infinite Impulse Response; AMICA = adaptive mixture ICA; IC = Independent Component.
ICA
Independent component analysis (ICA) decomposes EEG data into components that are maximally independent temporally (i.e., spatially fixed and temporally distinct) [22] . In this study, the adaptive mixture ICA (AMICA) algorithm was used to decompose EEG data into independent Figure 1 . Methodology overview. The colors group similar processes or sub-processes. Blue is filter properties, yellow corresponds to artifact detection and rejection, salmon pink represents steps related to independent component analysis (ICA), dark green are cleaned datasets, and red are related to somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) averaging and amplitude. Abbreviations: FIR = Finite Impulse Response; IIR = Infinite Impulse Response; AMICA = adaptive mixture ICA; IC = Independent Component.
Independent component analysis (ICA) decomposes EEG data into components that are maximally independent temporally (i.e., spatially fixed and temporally distinct) [22] . In this study, the adaptive mixture ICA (AMICA) algorithm was used to decompose EEG data into independent components (ICs), since it has been shown that the performance of AMICA is superior to that of other ICA algorithms [23] .
The continuous 1 Hz high-pass filtered EEG (from Section 2.4.1) was downsampled to 512 Hz, epoched, and the epochs previously identified as artifacts were rejected. The EEG channels identified as noisy channels by the PREP pipeline were removed. The resulting EEG was decomposed into ICs using AMICA.
The ICA weights obtained were applied to the band-pass filtered with bad epochs removed PREPed data. The cutoff frequency of band-pass filter was 0.5-1000 Hz and the filter class was same as the high-pass filter class used in artifact identification. The FIR filter order was 7420. All the ICs from these datasets were manually classified either as a brain component or a non-brain component, corresponding to muscle, channel or line noise, or eye activity. The ICs were categorized using their spatial distributions (scalp topographies), time courses, spectrograms, event-related potential (ERP) images, and equivalent current dipole models using the guidelines from [24, 25] and the website, https://labeling.ucsd.edu/.
Cleaned Datasets
The zero-phase band-pass filtering was performed on PREPed data using one of the two classes of filters: FIR (order = 7420) or IIR, with one of the three cutoff frequencies: 0.5-1000 Hz; 3-1000 Hz; or 30-1000 Hz.
The band-pass filtered data were segmented into epochs. These six datasets are referred to 'filtered and no ICA' in the following text. Afterward, the ICA weights obtained in Section 2.4.2 from the analogous filter class were applied to each of these datasets, and the ICs marked as non-brain components were removed, resulting in six datasets, which are referred to as 'filtered and ICA' in the subsequent text.
N30 Amplitude
The good epochs were averaged and the amplitude of the N30 peak was calculated from channel F3 [15] , contralateral to the stimulated nerve. The most positive and the most negative peaks were identified automatically in the windows from 15-25 ms and 25-35 ms, respectively. The identified peaks were manually verified and modified by an expert if (i) they were out of this time period or (ii) there was more than one peak in a window, which lead to the wrong identification of the peak. The N30 amplitude was taken as the absolute difference of the amplitudes of these two peaks.
Statistics
The data are presented as a mean ± SD unless otherwise indicated. The statistical significance threshold was set at p < 0.05. R version 3.5.1 [26] was used for all statistical procedures.
Dependent t-tests were performed to find the difference in the number of epochs rejected automatically and semi-automatically from FIR and IIR filtered data.
The linear mixed effect model (LMM) was used to identify the effects of filter class, cutoff frequencies and use of ICA, and their interactions on the N30 amplitude. The between-subject variance was estimated using random intercept in the model. The model used was: where i is the subject number, j is the measurement number, filter is FIR when FILTER = 0 and IIR when FILTER = 1, ICA is used when ICA = 1 and not used when ICA = 0, cutoff frequency is 3-1000 Hz when FREQUENCY1 = 1 and FREQUENCY2 = 0, 30-1000 Hz when FREQUENCY1 = 0 and FREQUENCY2 = 1, and 0.5-1000 Hz when FREQUENCY1 = FREQUENCY2 = 0. The model was implemented using lme4 package version 1.1.18.1 [27] in R using the syntax:
Since the data were not normally distributed and had unequal variances, we used gamma distribution to model the data. The choice of the link function (identity or log) was evaluated using Akaike information criterion corrected for small samples (AICc). The AICc penalizes both under fitting and over fitting. We used the log link. The contrasts were obtained using the emmeans package version 1.2.4 [28] , adjusted for multiple comparisons using Tukey's HSD.
Results
All subjects successfully completed the experiments. Data from all of them were included for analysis.
Number of Artifacts
Using the automated settings for identifying epochs contaminated with artifacts, there were more epochs marked for rejection when data were filtered with FIR (229.59 ± 257.83) compared to IIR (227.29 ± 258. 
N30 Amplitude
The LMM showed no significant interactions between the filter class, cutoff frequencies, and use of ICA. The main effects of cutoff frequencies (p < 0.001) and use of ICA (p < 0.001) were significant. Table 1 presents the mean N30 amplitude, and Figure 2 shows the distribution of the N30 amplitude in the 12 groups. Figure 3 shows the grand average N30 amplitude and the mean of epochs preprocessed with FIR and IIR with different cutoff frequencies and ICA from a representative subject. The intercept and slopes from the model are given in Table 2 . The estimated N30 amplitude obtained using the emmeans function in R is given in Table 3 . 
Effect of Filter Class
There were statistically no significant differences between N30 amplitudes filtered with FIR or IIR, irrespective of the cutoff frequencies and use of ICA. Figure 4 shows the effect of filter class on N30 amplitude, and contrasts are given in Table 4 . 
There were statistically no significant differences between N30 amplitudes filtered with FIR or IIR, irrespective of the cutoff frequencies and use of ICA. Figure 4 shows the effect of filter class on N30 amplitude, and contrasts are given in Table 4 . The class of filter (FIR or IIR) had no effect on the N30 amplitude. The N30 amplitudes filtered with frequency bands 0.5-1000 Hz and 3-1000 Hz were similar. However, filtering with the 30-1000 Hz band significantly lowered the N30 amplitude compared to the 0.5-1000 Hz (p < 0.0001) and 3-1000 Hz (p < 0.0001) filtered data. Figure 5 shows the effect of cutoff frequencies on N30 amplitude. The contrasts obtained using the emmeans function in R are given in Table 5 . The use of ICA reduced the N30 amplitude significantly for all combinations of filter class and frequency bands (30-1000 Hz: p < 0.004, rest: p < 0.001). Figure 5 shows the effect of ICA on N30 amplitude. The contrasts obtained using the emmeans function in R are given in Table 6 . 
Effect of ICA
The use of ICA reduced the N30 amplitude significantly for all combinations of filter class and frequency bands (30-1000 Hz: p < 0.004, rest: p < 0.001). Figure 5 shows the effect of ICA on N30 amplitude. The contrasts obtained using the emmeans function in R are given in Table 6 . 
Discussion
In this study, we investigated the effects of filter class, cutoff frequencies, and the use of ICA on the amplitudes of somatosensory potentials evoked by stimulating the median nerve. We found that there were more epochs classified as artifacts from EEG filtered with FIR compared to those filtered with IIR using automatic and semi-automatic methods. We found a reduced N30 amplitude when EEG was cleaned with ICA compared to the EEG from which non-brain components were not removed using ICA. Compared to the bandpass frequencies 0.5-1000 Hz and 3-1000 Hz, we found lower amplitude for N30 when the EEG was filtered with the bandpass frequency of 30-1000 Hz. There were no substantial differences in N30 amplitudes between FIR and IIR filtered EEG.
Selection of Preprocessing Parameters
We found inconsistencies in the usage and reporting of the filter cutoff frequency bands in the literature. Therefore, we selected three frequency bands to evaluate the effects on the N30 amplitude when EEG is preprocessed with them. We selected the 0.5-1000 Hz based on the guidelines recommended for processing EEG and ERP [5, 12] , whereas the 3-1000 Hz band was selected, as it was one of the most reported. The 30-1000 Hz band was selected, as it is the recommended frequency band for SEP analysis [1, [8] [9] [10] . Table A1 contains a brief literature review.
The filter class IIR (Butterworth) was chosen, as it was the most commonly used, whereas FIR was selected, as it is recommended for EEG preprocessing [5, 30] .
ICA was used, as it can be utilized to remove artifacts and non-brain components from the EEG data, which can be beneficial for patients' data or data recorded in noisy environments.
Number of Artifacts
The parameters used to classify epochs contaminated with artifacts were obtained by randomly selecting eight datasets and adjusting the parameters by visual inspection of the results of the automatic classification of epochs as artifacts. There were significant differences in the number of epochs classified as artifacts between FIR and IIR filtered data. However, since there can be significant variability in the size and shape of the artifacts across subjects, this one-size-fits-all approach may not be optimal. It was observed that the automated settings marked all epochs as artifacts in a few datasets.
The semi-automated validation of epochs as artifacts, which was done by the person blind to the dataset and filter class, showed significant effects of the filter class on the N30 amplitude, likely due to the difference in the number of epochs identified as artifacts.
Keeping the filter class constant, the number of epochs stays same and shouldn't affect the results of the effects of the cutoff frequencies and the use of ICA, as it can be treated as a within-subject manipulation. However, comparison of N30 amplitude filtered with FIR and that filtered with IIR in combination with either the bandpass frequency or the use of ICA can be biased, since the number of epochs used for averaging was different and quantifying the N30 amplitude using the peak amplitudes is affected by the number of trials used for averaging [12] .
The effect of manual classification can be reduced by using artifact rejection parameters set for each individual subject, as suggested by [12] .
Filter Class
The IIR (Butterworth) filtered EEG showed a similar N30 amplitude compared to FIR (Kaiser window) filtered EEG, irrespective of the cutoff frequencies and the use of ICA to remove non-brain components from the data.
IIR filtering is the most commonly used in the electrophysiological studies. The likely reason for this is the that it has been used since older times, when computers were not as fast as today, and the practice continues. However, with modern computers, the computational cost of using FIR is slightly higher compared to the IIR filters. FIR filtering is recommended for offline analysis by [5, 30] , as FIR filters are more stable and less likely to produce phase distortions. Keeping the phase information correct is important in phase-connectivity analysis.
We found it easier to design the FIR filter compared to the IIR filter by specifying the cutoff frequencies and the transition bandwidths in Hz and getting the order of the filter as a result, which was used for filtering the data. For the IIR, the filter coefficients are obtained by specifying the cutoff frequency and the filter order. The transition bandwidth is not a straightforward result and needs the interpretation of the impulse response. In this way, we felt we had more control over the design of the FIR filter.
Frequency Band
The recommendation for recording and analyzing SEPs by [1, [8] [9] [10] suggested using the 30-1000 Hz band. However, we found inconsistencies in the following of these guidelines in the literature. Therefore, we used three different passbands, 0.5-1000 Hz, 3-1000 Hz and 30-1000 Hz to assess the effect of filter's cutoff frequencies on the N30 amplitude.
The 30-1000 Hz band always showed a lower N30 amplitude. The possible reason is that all the lower frequency spectra from EEG are removed, whereas the EEG follows the 1/f function, which means that the power at lower frequencies has a larger magnitude compared to the power at higher frequencies [30] . The distribution of the N30 amplitude data showed more outliers compared to the other two frequency bands when ICA was not used to remove the non-brain components from the EEG. The likely reason is that the muscle activity, which has a high frequency, was still present in the data, and since average referencing was used, the muscle activity might also have affected the N30 amplitude.
The N30 amplitude with the 3-1000 Hz band was similar to that of the 0.5-1000 Hz band. However, using a high-pass cutoff of 0.5 Hz removes the DC offset and slow drifts, but keeps the lower spectrum of the EEG.
A sharper transition is suggested for the high-pass filter (to get the intended lower spectrum), and a shallower transition for the low-pass filter (to avoid distortion and spread of the signal in time-domain), which makes filtering EEG using the successive application of a high-pass filter and a low-pass filter, instead of a single bandpass filter with a similar transition at both ends [5] .
ICA
The N30 amplitude was found to be lower when ICA was used and non-brain components were removed. Since the EEG components corresponding to the muscle, channel or line noise, or eye activity were removed, the overall amplitude of the N30 was reduced.
Use of ICA helps to keep more trials in the data, as the trials contaminated with eye blinks and eye movements can be corrected instead of being rejected. The channels contaminated with muscle activity or environmental noise can be fixed by removing the corresponding component, reducing the need for interpolation of the channel. Lastly, the line noise and its harmonics are removed more efficiently with ICA without distorting the signals, as the notch filter usually used to remove the mains noise, produce strong artifacts [12] .
Limitations
Due to the small sample size, it is possible that the results from the LMM are biased. We, therefore, also analyzed the data using a three-way repeated measures ANOVA. The detailed procedure and results are given in the Supplementary Materials. A brief summary of the differences of results obtained from LMM and ANOVA is given here.
With respect to the model, the difference between the LMM and ANOVA was that the two-way interactions of filter and frequency, and the use of ICA and frequency in ANOVA were significant.
The Tukey-Kramer test revealed that for FIR and ICA, the N30 amplitudes filtered with frequency bands 0.5-1000 Hz and 3-1000 Hz were significantly different, but this was not the case for LMM contrasts. The other difference was that according to Tukey-Kramer test, the N30 amplitude was not affected by the use of ICA (either with FIR or IIR) when the cutoff frequency of 30-1000 Hz was used for filtering, whereas LMM contrasts showed that use of ICA significantly reduced N30 amplitude for all combinations of filter class and frequency bands.
One limitation of the current study is that the significant differences in amplitudes under varying techniques does not show which method is statistically more efficient, i.e., which technique is best able to differentiate between the different treatments or populations. This result should be incorporated in future work.
Toolboxes
Currently, there are many toolboxes for analyzing the neural data, e.g., EEGLAB [19] , Fieldtrip [31] , and ERPLAB [20] . These toolboxes have made analyzing EEG easier. However, they act as a black box if their functionalities and the default functions and parameters are not carefully understood before utilizing them for the analysis of EEG data. There are considerable differences among them regarding how filtering is performed. The default filter class of EEGLAB is FIR, whereas Fieldtrip and ERPLAB use the Butterworth filter. In Fieldtrip, the default order of the Butterworth high-pass and low-pass filters is, 6 whereas it is 4 for the bandpass and bandstop. The transition bandwidth for the FIR filter cannot be specified with ERPLAB, but it is possible to do that with EEGLAB. Additionally, EEGLAB, by default, keeps the data in single precision, but filtering should always be performed on the double precision data (EEGLAB converts the data to double precision when filtering but returns the result in single precision if EEGLAB's default memory options are used). [5] showed how different toolboxes returned different outputs despite having the same filter parameters as inputs. Therefore, we would like to recommend that it is important to understand how different analysis are implemented in the toolboxes and what the default parameters are. Manually setting the filter parameters is recommended.
Recommendations
Based on the results of this study, and recommendations from other studies (e.g., [5, 12, 30] ), for replication and comparison of different studies, we would like to recommend that 1.
In the preprocessing section of the methodology, filter class (FIR, IIR, high-pass, low-pass, band-pass), order, slope/transition bandwidth, cutoff frequencies should be reported.
2.
Filtering should always be performed on continuous data in double precision.
3.
Use FIR, as it is more stable and less likely to introduce phase distortions. Additionally, we found it easier to design and understand the FIR response giving the cutoff frequencies and transition bandwidth in Hz, instead of roll-off in octaves or decades. 4.
Use 0.5 Hz (or lower) as the cutoff frequency for the high-pass filter to remove DC and slow drifts but keeps the rest of the EEG spectra.
5.
Use ICA to remove non-brain/noisy components from the EEG, as this may improve the statistical power by keeping a higher number of trials in the data and maintaining the brain activity for the analysis.
Conclusions
We found a reduced N30 amplitude when the EEG was cleaned with ICA compared to the EEG from which non-brain components were not removed using ICA. Compared to the bandpass frequencies, 0.5-1000 Hz and 3-1000 Hz, we found a lower amplitude of N30 when the EEG was filtered with the bandpass frequency of 30-1000 Hz. We found no substantial differences in N30 amplitudes between FIR and IIR filtered EEG. Considering the effects of the class of filter, the cutoff frequencies and the use of ICA, it is recommended to be careful when selecting the preprocessing parameters, as they can affect the outcomes, which may be relevant not only to studies based on SEPs but also to laser-evoked potentials and other ERPs, which are being used in clinical research and applications, as they may affect the interpretations of results, replicability, and comparison of studies. Figure S1 . The effect of filter class. The error bar shows mean N30 amplitude ± 95% CI. The class of filter (FIR or IIR) had no effect on the N30 amplitude, Figure S2 
Appendix A
The literature search was conducted using PubMed. The search terms used were one or a combination of several terms from the following: electroencephalography, EEG, event-related potentials, ERP, somatosensory-evoked potentials, SEPs, SSEPs, preprocessing, data analysis, artifact rejection, and noise. Furthermore, the inclusion criteria included that the studies were conducted on adult individuals and published in English during the period between 2000 and 2017. A brief literature review, which involved median nerve stimulation, is given in Table A1 . 
